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Bespoke Corporate Gifting
With decades of experience producing and creating the perfect gift for any occasion, it is no surprise that our Corporate Range can give as much pleasure while bringing your brand or organisation to the forefront in an elegant and memorable way. Our design process includes a strategic product selection that creates products that can be customised using specific colour pallettes or logos.

With gifts such as Mugs, Ornaments, Trophies and Bespoke Made to Order pieces available, collaborating products from Belleek Pottery, Belleek Living and Galway Crystal ensures that we can supply a wide range of items, lifting the burden of sourcing and logistics.

Our dedicated corporate team recognises the power in personalisation and can help you find premium products for a range of occasions and audiences such as;

✓ Award Ceremonies  
✓ Sporting Recognitions  
✓ Client appreciation  
✓ Referral thank-you’s  
✓ Hotel welcome gifts  
✓ Employee appreciation + new hires  
✓ At-home experiences for virtual events  
✓ Conferences, workshops & other events
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Customised Logo Guidelines

Please be sure to carefully read and follow the guidelines for supplying your logo information outlined below.

CHOOSE YOUR PRODUCT

Choose from a variety of classic and contemporary products, including mugs, trophies, vases, tableware items and hanging ornaments.

Our full product range can be viewed online www.belleek.com

CUSTOMISE

Email your logo artwork to us at corporatesales@belleek.ie. We require a minimum image quality of 300dpi. Our corporate team will email you a quotation based on the price per logo, order quantity and product selected.

SAMPLE APPROVAL

Our design team will send you mock up images of the project for your approval and keep in contact with you as the project progresses.

THE FINISHED GOODS

Corporate projects can be turned around in 4 - 6 weeks after approval of the original design. All items are pre-packed in gift boxes before delivery.
Engraving Plaque Guidelines

Please be sure to carefully read and follow the guidelines for plaque engraving as outlined below

**SMALL PLAQUE OPTION 1**

- Plaque size 2cm(H) x 8.5cm(L)
- 2 Lines Only
- Maximum of 28 letters per line up to 6 spaces per line
- Text Size 4mm (height)
- Suitable for all trophy styles and sizes

**SMALL PLAQUE OPTION 2**

- Plaque size 2cm(H) x 8.5cm(L)
- 3 Lines Only
- Maximum of 27/28 letters per line with up to 3/4 spaces per line eg. 27 letters with 4 spaces or 28 letters with 3 spaces
- Text Size 3mm (height)
- Suitable for all trophy styles and sizes

**LARGE PLAQUE**

- Plaque size 5cm(H) x 9cm(L)
- Up to 6 Lines
- Maximum of 27/28 letters per line up to 3/4 spaces per line eg. 27 letters with 4 spaces or 28 letters with 3 spaces
- Text Size 4mm (height)
- Suitable for the following trophy styles 4780, 4741, 4743, 4744
Belleek corporate gifts are perfect for business and sporting events, presentations and prizes. Adding a touch of style to any event, this range ensures that you have the mark of distinction you require.
4740
Lotus Trophy Large
10cm(W) x 35cm(H)

4741
Lotus Trophy Medium
10cm(W) x 30.5cm(H)

4742
Lotus Trophy Small
10cm(W) x 21.6cm(H)
Belleek Living
Trophies

Plinth (with silver plate)

Attachments available
Soccer Ball, Football, Hurling / Camogie Ball, Rugby / American Football, Fish, Golf Ball & Rally Tyre

7173
Wave 13” Trophy
23cm(L) x 19.5cm(W) x 34.6cm(H) including plinth

Any attachment can be applied to both the 13” & 10” trophies

7174
Wave 10” Trophy
17.5cm(L) x 15.4cm(W) x 27cm(H) including plinth
Special Collaborations

CUSTOMISED FOR YOUR BRAND

Our in-house design team can work directly with you to create a bespoke corporate gift.

Once drawings are approved, we will submit pricing and minimum order quantities. Delivery is included.
Belleek Living

Logo Mugs
Logos
Your company logo can be applied to personalised gifts, trophies and tableware. Our in-house design team will size it accordingly to the selected product. Please supply your logo 300dpi resolution. Prices will be calculated on the number of colours used and the number of logos required. Please contact a sales representative for pricing and minimum order quantities.
Belleek

Logo Hanging Ornaments

46861
Celtic Bauble (Blank)
6.9cm(W) x 6.9cm(H)

3621
Personalised Bauble Ornament (Blank)
7.1cm(D) x 7.9cm(H)
Belleek

Personalised
Hanging Ornaments

4737
Soccer Ball Hanging Ornament
5cm(D)

4739
Golf Ball Hanging Ornament
5cm(D)

4736
Rugby / American Football Hanging Ornament
7cm(W) x 5cm(H)

47338
Gaelic Ball Hanging Ornament
5cm(D)
Belleek offer a wide range of items that can be personalised with hand-painted inscriptions. This makes each item a very special and thoughtful gift for any occasion. We have highlighted a few suitable items with sample inscriptions. If there are any other items apart from those shown that you would like to get inscribed please check with one of our sales representatives to see if it is possible. The personalisation is carried out in the pottery. We have a team of inscribers who can inscribe each piece in a choice of colours (Green, Blue, Pink, Black, Metallic Gold and Platinum). It takes approximately 1 - 2 weeks for personalised items to be completed. Trophies can be customised to include company logos and inscriptions up to 10 characters per item.
Belleek Classic & Living

Personalisation

Hand Inscribed Personalisation on Basket Plaque

Hand Inscribed Personalisation on Mug

Samples of the colours available for inscriptions
0644 Figure of Erin

Also known as ‘Hibernia Awakens from her Slumbers’ an allegorical piece portraying a serene and beautiful lady “Erin,” representing Ireland who is unveiling a vase symbolising the founding of Belleek Pottery to the world. It was designed specially for Belleek Pottery by William Boynton Kirk (1824-1900) a Dublin born sculptor. He studied sculpture at the Royal Dublin Society and exhibited at the Royal Academy.

Belleek
Made to Order

0900 Golden Eagle

The Belleek Golden Eagle, stands over 21” tall, was commissioned by Belleek Pottery in the 1970’s but technical difficulties caused its shelving for over forty years. However with perseverance we have been able to successfully produce this magnificent and striking piece, seen in all its glory.

The Eagle is considered by many to be the King of the Birds. Believed as a symbol for power, action, speed and perception, it has powers of intuition, creativity and can balance power with grace.

The Golden Eagle is native to Asia, Europe and North America it was hunted extensively in the past but gladly now its numbers are rising and has even been successfully re-introduced in parts of Ireland such as the Glenveagh National Park in Co. Donegal.

Contact your Sales Representative to request information on waiting list times
Belleek

Made to Order

0645 Cherub Candleabra

0650 Prisioner of Love

1921 Ardagh Chalice

1225 Erne Trophy

Contact your Sales Representative to request information on waiting list times
Galway Crystal

Personalised

G45010
Dune 10” Square Vase *

G45012
Dune 12” Square Vase *
Engraving is a great way to personalise your piece of Galway Crystal, whether it’s for a prize giving, a wedding, or simply a thank you, personalising with names, dates, family heraldry or an image of special places or faces, will make your piece even more personal.

From champagne flutes to sporting trophies our engraving team can create artwork which will enhance and compliment, for that touching reminder of that very special occasion.

All items throughout the main catalogue marked with an * can be engraved with your own personal message. Highlighted are just a few samples of engraved items to give you an idea of what we can do.

If you would like to discuss an engraving order with us, call our sales team in Galway and we will be happy to talk you through the engraving process.
Galway Crystal

**Personalised**

**Weddings**
Engraving is especially popular with weddings, to mark the date on Champagne Flutes for the Bridal toast, an item for a gift or for wedding favours.

**Clubs / Sporting**
Does your club have its own logo? We can use this on your prizes, or if not we can use a symbol specific to your club activity.

**Heraldry**
We have a vast database of Irish Coat of Arms, very popular for anniversaries and weddings. If your coat of arms is not one of Irish origin, simply supply a copy.

**Corporate**
For long service awards or sponsor pieces, engraving with your company logo will ensure the prominence of your corporate image.

**Time Frame**
Please allow approximately 1 - 2 weeks for each order to be completed. Depending on the size of the order and detail involved, engraving may require more lead time. Rush orders can be accommodated.
Galway Crystal

Personalised Samples

- G60010 Tall Carafe *
- G900012 Elegance Red Wine *
- G22055 Longford Pillar Hurricane *
- G25770 Occasions 5 x 7 Frame *
- G25700E 8” Plate *
- G25687E 11” Plate *
- G25818E Lynch Clock *
- G200052 Liberty Flute (Pair) *
Galway Crystal: Giftware

Master Collection

GM1140E
24” Footed Sports Trophy *
61cm(H)

GM1122E
17” Footed Sports Trophy *
43.2cm(H)

GM1121E
13” Footed Sports Trophy *
33cm(H)

GM1120E
10” Footed Sports Trophy *
25.4cm(H)
Galway Crystal: Giftware

Master Collection

GM1111E
14” Waisted Vase *
35.6cm(H)

GM1115E
12” Footed Centre Piece *
30.5cm(H)

GM1009E
Two Piece Punch Bowl *
38cm(H)
Galway Crystal: Giftware

Master Collection

**GM1167E**
Master Trophy - Small *
22.9cm(H)

**GM1168E**
Master Trophy - Large *
30.5cm(H)

**GM1169E**
Master Trophy - Medium *
27.9cm(H)

**GM1180E**
18” Inspiration Trophy *
45.7cm(H)

**GM1181E**
16” Inspiration Trophy *
40.6cm(H)

**GM1182E**
14” Inspiration Trophy *
35.6cm(H)
Galway Crystal: Giftware

Master Collection

GM1185E
14” Scalloped Masterpiece *
35cm(H)

GM1186E
Large Footed Masterpiece Vase *
33cm(H)

GM1187E
Medium Footed Masterpiece *
29cm(H)

GM1188E
Footed Masterpiece Bowl *
16cm(H)
Sporting Awards

Designed and cut only by the most experienced craftsmen, these prestigious pieces celebrate the highest honour of achievement.

GDO46
Deco 8” Diamond Award *
25.4cm(H)

GDO47
Deco 10” Oval Award *
29.4cm(H)

GM1158E
6” Sliothar Trophy *
(includes base)
15.2cm(H)

GM1156E
Gaelic Football 7.5” Trophy *
(includes base)
19cm(W) x 23.2cm(H)

GM1125E
8” Golf Ball Trophy *
(includes base)
20.3cm(H)
GM1173E  
**Hurley & Sliothar on Ash Base**  
(includes base)  
22.5cm(W) x 42.5cm(H)

GM1152E  
**Rugby Ball / American Football Trophy**  
(includes base)  
22cm(W) at base x 34cm(H)

GM1165E  
**8” Soccer Ball Trophy**  
(includes base)  
20.3cm(H)
Belleek Pottery Ltd.
Belleek Co. Fermanagh
BT93 3FY, Ireland

Telephone: +44 (0) 28 6865 8501
Fax: +44 (0) 28 6865 8625
E-mail: sales@belleek.com

From Republic of Ireland
Telephone: 048 6865 8501
Fax: 048 6865 8625

www.belleek.com
www.facebook.com/belleekpottery

Galway Crystal
Merlin Park, Dublin Road,
Galway, Ireland, H91 NN56

Telephone: 00353 91 757311
Fax: 00353 91 757316
E-mail: sales@galwaycrystal.ie

www.galwaycrystal.ie
www.facebook.com/galwaycrystal